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AbstractAbstract
Signaling networks, gene regulation and metabolism have frequently been modeled

independently. However, capturing their intertwinement is a key step for understanding

how cellular systems develop integrated responses to their changing environment. We

review current methods for modeling integrated biochemical networks, illustrating their

potentials with successful case-studies in organisms such as S. cerevisiae and E. coli.

Comparisons are also established regarding scalability with network size, required

computational power and model predictive properties.

Structural and Stoichiometric ModelingStructural and Stoichiometric Modeling
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NetworkNetwork--based analysisbased analysis
o Use Graph theory to learn unknown interactions

among metabolites, enzymes, regulators, genes

o Reconstruction of genome-scale integrated

networks
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ConstraintsConstraints--based modelsbased models
From stoichiometric data, Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) uses pseudo-steady state conditions and 
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Summary and PerspectivesSummary and Perspectives

IntroductionIntroduction
Current understanding of cellular behaviors has

been achieved from extensive research in

Molecular and Systems Biology. The last decade

advances in the ‘omics’ high-throughput

technologies led to an unprecedented increase in

the amount and quality of available biological

information. It also fostered the emergence of

Mathematical Modeling as an essential tool to

understand natural phenomena.
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Kinetic ModelingKinetic Modeling

Problems of integrative modelsProblems of integrative models
o Sheer complexity of the integrated systems, unknown interactions between signaling,

regulatory and metabolic layers;

o Different time-scales of biological processes;

o Lack of sufficient data hinders the model building process and biases the modeler

towards particular subsystems and problems;

o Choice of appropriate mathematical framework to capture the interconnected networks:

level of detail vs. computational burden associated to large-scale models;

BUT… integration is required!!BUT… integration is required!!
Cells operate as an ensemble of different process layers to produce response 

phenotypes in their changing environment

Specify active or

inactive reactions by

taking fast reactions

at steady state and

updating slower

reactions from matrix I

Discrete Logical modelsDiscrete Logical models
o Discrete qualitative models - do not rely on parameter knowledge or estimation;

o Relationships between fluxes, gene expression status and metabolite

concentrations expressed through logical functions;

PetriPetri--NetsNets

BUT… BUT… 
Lack of detail in the intracellular dynamics!Lack of detail in the intracellular dynamics!

FBA-derived models do not fully comprise the flux-metabolite dependencies and this 

severely restricts their predictive properties

From stoichiometric data, Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) uses pseudo-steady state conditions and 

basic constraints to find optimal flux distributions that reflect phenotypic behaviors.

Regulated metabolism can

be analyzed by including

Boolean constraints on the

bounded convex space of

flux distributions

Search for compatible

Metabolic and Regulatory

Steady States (MRS)

improves the model

predictions

ODEs can be embedded

into FBA to improve

model accuracy if

information is available

Places

Reconstruction of

integrated systems but

lack the dynamic aspect

Stoichiometric approaches have

proven successful in the
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PetriPetri--NetsNets

o Semi-quantitative approach - couples continuous models with discrete state transitions;

o When 1) Regulatory effects result in altered dynamic modes, 2) different time-scales are

implied 3) approximating nonlinearities with piecewise-linear functions;

Marking Graph

Continuous ODEContinuous ODE--based modelsbased models
Are not fully explored but

represent a good compromise

between semi-quantitative

predictions and few a priori

information needed

o The choice of modeling framework must rely on the

desired level of abstraction on the system, on

available data for validation but also on the model’s
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so Regulatory effects embedded by

adding variables accounting for

presence or absence of regulators

o Transitions can fire with associated

rates using the Hybrid Functional

Petri Net framework

Parameters

Stoichiometric MatrixState-variables: 
compounds’ concentration

Fluxes

Deliver qualitative predictions
with few a priori data

requirements

o Sets of ordinary differential

equations (ODEs) provide

models closer to biological

reality with quantitative

predictive power;

o Require a wealth of a priori

data on the mathematical form

of the fluxes and on the

system’s parameters

proven successful in the

building of whole-genome

models of regulated

metabolism

Provide quantitative predictions,

but require information on the

system’s parameters and are

computationally more expensive

Hybrid SystemsHybrid Systems

o Integrated models capturing the interplay between

signaling pathways, gene regulation and metabolism

are now starting to develop and are essential for a

better understanding of complex cellular behaviors


